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Abstract Coupled ocean-atmospheric phenomenon such

as tropical cyclones (TC’s) is governed by geophysical

fluid dynamics. TC associated strong wind stress transfer

momentum energy to the ocean surface that acts as the

prime mechanism in modulating the sea surface and in

generating the storm surge. A primitive equation, Princeton

ocean model (POM) with free surface, sigma (terrain-fol-

lowing) coordinates and realistic bottom topography is

configured in Bay of Bengal (BoB) to simulate the storm

surge/sea surface height (SSH) and surface currents during

a super cyclone TC05B 1999. TC wind fields are developed

by adopting a suitable formulation based on partial con-

servation of angular momentum. Modeled TC wind fields

are superimposed with QuikSCAT Satellite/National Cen-

tre for Environmental Prediction (QSCAT/NCEP) blended

ocean surface winds to drive the three-dimensional ocean

model. Model simulated storm surge and SSH are com-

pared with limited available surge estimates/observations

and multi-satellite observed AVISO (Archive, Validation

and Interpolation of Satellite Oceanography) SSH,

respectively to evaluate its performance.

Keywords Tropical cyclone � Wind field � Storm surge �
Sea surface height � Bay of Bengal

Introduction

Convective activity such as tropical cyclones (TC’s) is

governed by geophysical fluid dynamics and is among the

most devastating natural disasters known to mankind

(Anthes 1982; Emanuel 2003; Okazaki et al. 2005). Strong

wind, heavy rainfall and storm surge are the ways through

which TC inflicts the damage on striking the coast in the

preferred locations of the earth and impact the human

society by destabilizing the socio-economic conditions and

GDP of the nations (WMO 2010; Probst and Franchello

2012). The coupled ocean-atmospheric phenomenon, large-

scale atmospheric circulation, and cloud-scale processes

associated with enhanced cumulus convection play a cru-

cial role on the onset and development of the TC over the

tropical ocean waters (Stan 2012). Apart from the pre-ex-

isting low level cyclonic disturbances as a pre-cursor, cli-

matological conditions such as warm sea surface

temperatures (SST’s) above 26.5 �C with a deep oceanic

mixed layer, a conditionally unstable atmosphere, weak

vertical wind shear, high relative vorticity, mid-tropo-

sphere high relative humidity and presence of moist con-

vection provide the conducive environment for TC

formation (Gray 1975; Frank 1977; Liang et al. 2014). Stan

(2012) has argued that a region of organized convective

activity is also necessary for the TC activity to occur. Also

he indicated that the mesoscale organization of cumulus

convection acts as a thermodynamic engine of the TC’s.

The large-scale environmental forcings (DeMaria et al.

1993) viz. easterly waves and tropical wave activity,

including Rossby-gravity waves, equatorial Rossby waves,

Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) play an important role in

the TC formations (Bessafi and Wheeler 2006; Frank and

Roundy 2006). The favorable hydrographic conditions

such as formation of stably stratified thick barrier layer in
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the upper ocean that acts as barrier to vertical mixing and

entrainment cooling induced by TC’s leading to an increase

in heat fluxes from the ocean into the atmosphere play a

dominant role for the enhanced TC activity over BoB

during post monsoon seasons (Sprintall and Tomczak

1992; Sengupta et al. 2008; Balaguru et al. 2012). TC

activity in BoB is strongly modulated by the tropical

intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) (Yanase et al. 2010, 2012).

The influence of coupled ocean-atmospheric phenomena

such as El-Nino, El-Nino Modoki, MJO and Indian Ocean

Dipole (IOD) etc. on cyclogenesis over NIO have been

studied well (e.g. Girishkumar and Ravichandran 2012;

Sumesh and Rameshkumar 2013).

BoB in NIO basin is one of the most potential breeding

ground for the TC formation. There are two TC seasons in

BoB, one the pre-monsoon (April–May) and other the post

monsoon (October–December). The annual cycle of BoB

TC’s is characterized by bimodal structure. TC’s in the

BoB have distinct features and exhibit strong differences

from those in other basins viz. Pacific (Western North

Pacific, Western South Pacific), North Atlantic and South

Indian Ocean (Li et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013). The fre-

quency of occurrence of TC in BoB is relatively higher

during post-monsoon periods; however, there is a marked

seasonal variation in their places of genesis, tracks and

intensities (Mohanty et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2013). Air-sea

feedbacks strongly affect the location of cyclogenesis, as

evidenced in Jullien et al. (2014). The characteristics of

ocean basins and other ocean-atmospheric factors also

determine the duration, frequency and intensity of the

TC’s. About 80–90 TC’s form annually in the world ocean

basins and BoB’s share comes out to be *5–6 % of the

total world ocean waters (Gray 1979). The average speeds

of movement of the BoB TC’s are about 6.25 m/s

(Crutcher and Quayle 1974), with shorter average life span

of *2–3 days (due to their short stay over ocean) against

the world average of *6 days (Riehl 1979). TC’s origi-

nating in BoB move primarily along northwesterly and

easterly directions. Recurvatures of some cyclonic distur-

bances from an initial northwesterly direction to a northerly

direction and finally towards northeasterly direction is the

common feature (IMD 1996). Chan and Gray (1982) and

Elsberry et al. (1987) have evidenced that large-scale

environmental steering flows and beta effect propagation

govern the motion of the TC’s.

The BoB is the region where the deadliest TC’s occurred

and the BoB-rim countries such as India, Bangladesh and

Myanmar mostly suffer due to strong winds, heavy rains

and record flooding (surges) (Li et al. 2013). Since, BoB is

a semi-enclosed, funnel shaped Bay, so most of the TC’s

that form make landfall, giving BoB TC’s a dispropor-

tionately high societal importance relative to their small

total number (Balaguru et al. 2014). Moreover, the shallow

bathymetry, coastal orientation and densely populated

coastal inhabitant pose an additional threat to high surge

height resulting in significant loss of lives and property

(McBride 1995; Webster 2008; Islam and Peterson 2009;

McPhaden et al. 2009). The highest recorded storm surge

(*12.5 m) was associated with the Backergunj cyclone

that was originated in BoB in 1876 and struck near Meghna

estuary in Bangladesh. In the historical cyclone records,

seven of the top ten deadliest cyclones have formed in the

BoB and the most recent example is cyclone Nargis (May

2008) in Myanmar (Webster 2008; Lin et al. 2009;

McPhaden et al. 2009; Yanase et al. 2010). TC Sidr

(November 2007) which was a Category 4 storm in Saffir-

Simpson Tropical Cyclone Scale (SSTCS) brought about a

devastating coastal flooding with *5.8 m of surge height

and *1.7 billion (USD) of damage in Bangladesh. Phailin

(October 2013) was a Category 5 storm in SSTCS and was

one of the most intense systems ever observed in the BoB

with winds of up to 250 km/h. Heavy rainfall and flooding

exacerbated by a storm surge caused millions of worth of

economic losses in India. Vulnerability to storm surges is

not uniform along Indian coasts. According to the vulner-

ability Atlas of BMTPC (2006), the probable maximum

surge height (PMSS) varies from *12.5 m (highest) in

West Bengal coast in north to *8.4 m at Nagapattinam,

Tamilnadu in south along the east coast of India. The west

coastal states are comparatively less vulnerable due to

storm surges. Along the west coast, the PMSS varies from

*2 m near Thiruvananthapuram to *5 m near the Gulf of

Khambat in the Saurashtra region of Gujarat (CRRI 2013).

The impact of the storm in generating the surface currents,

modulating the SSH and giving rise to the storm surge is

well investigated (Wang et al. 2012; Wang and Han 2014).

Strom induced SSH changes and their anomalies (positive

and negative) have the strong bearing in dynamic and

thermodynamic characteristics of the ocean and in modu-

lating the air-sea interaction processes in different seasons

and scales. Variations in SSH provide the information of

the subsurface ocean and air-sea interaction parameters like

thermocline and upper ocean heat content. Propagation of

planetary Kelvin and Rossby waves can be observed using

SSH anomaly (Chelton and Schlax 1996; Polito and

Cornilion 1997). SSH is an indicator of the vertically

integrated density changes in the entire water column (Gera

et al. 2013). SSH is also used as a proxy of the upper ocean

heat content. Surface current and SSH variations have been

studied extensively for BoB, South China Sea (SCS), Gulf

of Mexico (GOM) and Gulf of Thailand (GOT) (Rao et al.

1993; Chu et al. 2000; Oey et al. 2005; Aschariyaphotha

et al. 2013) and other oceanic basins.

Pioneering studies on TC wind and storm surge resulting

from historical, hypothetical, or predicted TC’s using

SLOSH (Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes)
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model for different oceanic basins have been documented

well (Jelesnianski et al. 1992; Glahn et al. 2009; Dube et al.

2010). ADCIRC (Advance CIRCulation) numerical model

was applied along the GOM, Caribbean Sea and BoB

(Blain et al. 1994; Rao et al. 2012). SLOSH and ADCIRC

models along with parametric wind field models were

extensively used for storm surge studies by Dietsche et al.

2007; Cardone and Cox 2009; Melton et al. 2009; Bunya

et al. 2010; Dietrich et al. 2010 and Niedoroda et al. 2010

in different oceanic basins. POM was implemented by Xia

et al. (2008) to simulate the storm induced surge, inunda-

tion, and coastal circulation at the Cape Fear River estuary

and adjacent Long Bay. The fully nonlinear Finite Volume

Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) with a high-resolution

unstructured mesh was implemented to study the storm

surge due to Hurricane Ike along the Texas–Louisiana

coast (Rego and Li 2010). You et al. (2010) compared the

storm surge outputted by POM and Regional Ocean

Modeling System (ROMS) by taking the cases of three

typhoons that struck Korea in 2007. Several authors

including Higaki and Hayashibara (2008) and Higaki et al.

(2009) have described the JMA (Japan Meteorological

Agency) storm surge model which includes the parametric

wind model (Fujita 1952) and non-hydrostatic model (Saito

et al. 2006). A good number of storm surge studies have

been documented for BoB (NIO) basin using monograms,

empirical, theoretical and numerical methods (e.g. Ali

1979; Lwin 1980; Das et al. 1983; Ghosh 1985; John et al.

1983; Murty et al. 1986; Flather 1994; Dube et al. 2000,

2004; Rao et al. 2012; Jain et al. 2010). Detailed reviews

on numerical studies on storm surges over BoB have been

presented by Murty et al. (1986) and more recently by

Shaji et al. (2014). They have indicated that in most cases

the numerical storm surge models were forced with the

reconstructed wind and pressure fields, adopting the

methodologies based on Holland (1980) and Jelesnianski

et al. (1992) by utilizing the storm track data from JTWC

and IMD.

The BoB is one of the largest marginal seas of the Indian

Ocean, extending across both tropical and subtropical

zones and encompassing a surface area of 2.2 9 106 km2.

It is bordered by Sri Lanka and India to the west, Ban-

gladesh to the north, and Myanmar and the northern part of

the Malay Peninsula to the east (Fig. 1). The Bay is about

1600 km wide, with an average depth of more than 2600 m

(http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/60740/Bay-of-

Bengal.). The wind circulation in the BoB is governed by

the summer and winter monsoons respectively and

accordingly magnitude changes from maximum to mini-

mum. The monsoons play a distinct role in generating and

influencing the north–south flowing coastal currents, the

cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies and the BoB gyres (She-

tye et al. 1993; Shetye et al. 1996; Vinayachandran et al.

1996; Sil and Chakraborty 2011). Ali et al. (2007) have

evidenced that, TC’s intensify (dissipate) after traveling

over anticyclonic (cyclonic) eddies. Murty et al. (1998)

have noted the persistence of Warm Pool (28.0 �C) from

April to October in the BoB. The warming of the central

basin caused by trapping of Kelvin waves in the central

Bay for many months creates conducive environment for

cyclogenesis (Saheb et al. 2009). Sadhuram et al. (2004)

have reported that the climatological average value of

tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP) for the Bay

is *60 kJ/cm2 and is considered as the threshold values for

cyclogenesis.

Keeping in view the devastating effect of the storm

surge and importance of SSH and current variation in

ocean-atmospheric studies, a numerical ocean model has

been implemented in BoB to simulate the storm surges,

SSH and surface currents due to a super cyclonic storm

(TC05B) of October 1999. Since, quantitatively, neither the

satellite-retrieved nor numerical model/reanalysis winds

able to represent realistically the observed magnitude of

TC’s, although the general circulation patterns are captured

(Wang and Han 2014). So, a TC wind field model based on

the formulation of Carr and Elsberry (1997) is adopted for

developing cyclonic winds. Generated wind fields are then

superimposed with the QuikSCAT Satellite/National Cen-

tre for Environmental Prediction (QSCAT/NCEP) blended

ocean surface winds to represent the realistic cyclonic

winds to force the ocean model for the storm surge, SSH

and surface current simulation. Also, it is evident that an

ocean condition is closely associated with cyclogenesis.

This close association has spawned considerable scientific

interest in how the ocean influence and responds to TC’s.

Fig. 1 Map of the study domain representing the bathymetric

contours (meters) of Bay of Bengal (North Indian Ocean) with

boundary of bordering countries
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Moreover, studies on storm surge/SSH is of utmost

importance in the era of changing global climate with

varying storm characteristics (intensity and frequency) and

shifting genesis locations of the world oceanic basins for

the coastal risk monitoring and assessment. Thus, BoB with

its unique physiographic, climatological and physico-

chemical characteristics was chosen to investigate the

storm surge, SSH and surface currents due to a super

cyclonic storm using the numerical ocean model (POM).

The outline of the paper is as follows. Introduction is

given in Sect. 1. Section 2 describes the life history of a

super cyclone (TC05B) 1999 over the BoB. Section 3

dictates about the modeling TC wind fields and the

QSCAT/NCEP blended ocean surface wind data. Section 4

describes the POM model, study domain, initial and

boundary conditions and the experimental setup. Section 5

describes the results of the numerical simulation and

Sect. 6 gives the conclusions.

Tropical cyclone (TC05B) 1999

TC05B 1999 (also known as Orissa super cyclone) was one

of the most disastrous and significant TC’s on record to

affect India. It was a Category 5 cyclone in SSTCS. It made

landfall near Paradip (Orissa), India at around 0600 UTC

on 29 October, 1999 (JTWC 1999; IMD). Just prior to

landfall, it had attained the minimum central pressure of

912 mb as reported by IMD. It impounded very heavy

rainfall and flooding exacerbated by the storm surges. It

claimed approximately 10000 lives and left millions of

people homeless and without food (International Federa-

tion of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 2001). The

damage across fourteen districts in India resulted from the

storm was approximately $4.5 billion (1999 USD) (Swiss

Re 2002).

The system (TC05B) is chosen to study the storm surge/

SSH as a case study due to its super cyclonic status and

significant impact over ocean and eastern maritime states

of Indian subcontinent.

Tropical cyclone history

TC05B developed from a disturbance that originated in the

SCS on 23 October at 0200 UTC and tracked through the

GOT and across the Malay Peninsula before developing in

the Andaman Sea. JTWC issued a Tropical Cyclone

Forecast Analysis (TCFA) on 23 October at 0200 UTC and

continued monitoring the system. Subsequently, it moved

into the Andaman Sea on 24 October, where the convection

began to consolidate to form depression (JTWC 1999).

TC05B, first entered the BoB late on 25 October as

a tropical depression (12.5 m/s, i.e., 25 knots, 1

knots = 0.5 m/s) centered at 12.7�N, 96.9�E at 1200 UTC

as suggested by wind analyses. The first warning was

issued on 26 October at 0300 UTC as the depression

developed into a cyclonic storm (17.5 m/s) and lay cen-

tered at 14.8�N, 94�E southeast of Orissa, India. The sys-

tem then tracked northwestward (at an average forward

speed of *4.5 m/s) and intensified across the BoB under

the steering influence of the subtropical ridge to the north

and had taken the position 17.5�N, 90.6�E by 1200 UTC on

27 October. The system attained the peak intensity of

70 m/s on 28 October at 1800 UTC, centered at 19.1�N,

87.2�E. The intensification was at a greater than climato-

logical rate. It made landfall 11 h later at about 65 km

south-southeast of Cuttack and 55 km southeast of Bhu-

baneswar, India with maximum sustained winds of

*67.5 m/s. Figure 2 illustrates the satellite image

(EUMETSAT, METEOSAT by NOAA) of the TC05B at

landfall. The eye of the system is clearly visible crossing

the coastline and spiraling bands of clouds around the

eyewall region is evident from the image. Subsequently,

the system maintained 50 m/s intensity for 12 h as it

dumped torrential rains and battered the coastal areas. The

system remained practically stationary inland for about a

day and interacted with topography which helped in

enhanced rainfall. The system then slowly turned south-

ward and moved back over to the BoB as a 20 m/s tropical

cyclone. Later, it continued to drift southward and dissi-

pated over ocean water under the unfavorable ocean-at-

mospheric conditions (JTWC 1999). Figure 3 shows the

track of the storm, tracked along the northwesterly direc-

tion as provided by JTWC.

The super cyclone brought extensive inundation from

the storm surge in the low-lying areas and impacted up to

Fig. 2 EUMETSAT METEOSAT satellite imagery of TC05B 1999

on 29/10/1999 at 05.30 UTC (Source: NOAA)
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*35 km inland. The maximum coastal flooding occurred

in the right –forward quadrant of the system during the

landfall. The coastal area became more vulnerable because

of the shallow continental shelf and the combined effect of

the non-linear wave-tide-surge interaction. A detail char-

acteristic of this system is described by Kalsi (2006).

Tropical cyclonic wind model (TCWM)

TC wind fields are usually modeled using parametric as

well as numerical dynamical models for various applica-

tions in engineering and scientific fields. It is evidenced

that the satellite-retrieved winds, high resolution atmo-

spheric reanalysis and Numerical Weather Prediction

(NWP) products have difficulties realistically representing

TC’s, especially their intensity and track (Schenkel and

Hart 2012). However, recent improvement and advance-

ment in modeling capabilities (such as in GFDL, HWRF

and ECMWRF) could predict and produce adequately the

pressure and wind fields of cyclones that could be inputted

to storm surge models (Miller 2010; Probst and Franchello

2012), though running such models require high computing

resources and cost. Therefore, it necessitates modelling of

TC winds using cost effective and limited parameter driven

simple parameterized models to overcome the significant

underestimation of TC’s high wind situation (Wang et al.

2012). The parametric model offers an attractive alterna-

tive because the model improves execution-time-costs and

preserves most of the validity of the numerical results

(Wood and White 2011). Though many investigators prefer

the high resolution numerical model over the parametric

model; the parametric model still provides an economical

and equally good alternative for estimating vortex wind

fields (or profiles) for different applications (Wood and

White 2011). TC wind field models have been described in

detail by Holland (1980); Jelesnianski et al. (1992); Carr

and Elsberry (1997); Willoughby et al. (2006); Holland

et al. (2010). These models are widely used by scientific

community to approximate the one-or two–dimensional

wind structure within a cyclonic vortex for driving the

numerical ocean models for storm surge, wave and current

simulations. In this study TC wind profile model as

described by Carr and Elsberry (1997) is adopted in gen-

erating the cyclonic wind fields. Veneziano (1998); Chu

et al. (2000); Yin et al. (2007) and Das et al. (2014) have

used this model in generating the wind fields to drive the

numerical ocean model. Storm parameters available for the

system are used from the best track data sources as model

input for wind field generation.

Storm data

Storm information’s utilized are from the JTWC (U.S.

Navy Joint Typhoon Warning Centre at Guam) best track

archives. JTWC is the prime source in deriving the input

parameters. JTWC tracks provide the 6-hourly informa-

tion’s on the latitude/longitude of the eye locations with

date and time, the maximum sustained winds (Vmax),

central pressure (Cp), etc. (Table 1). The India Meteoro-

logical Department (IMD) archived best track data are also

obtained from Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre

(RSMC) of the Northern Hemisphere Analysis Centre

(NHAC), Head Quartered (HQ) at New Delhi. RSMC is

recognized by the World Meteorological Organization

(WMO). IMD track information’s containing the parame-

ter viz. time, location (latitude/longitude) of the eye, Vmax,

Cp, etc. are available in 3- and 6-hourly time intervals in

digitized format and e-Atlas format. Data from RSMC

(IMD) are utilized for comparison purposes with the

JTWC data for further analysis, since data sets provided

by different meteorological agencies are not the same due

to their different averaging time, sampling rates and

satellite based algorithms in deriving the storm

parameters.

In most formulations, the dominant model input

parameters are TC track positions (latitude/longitude),

intensity (Cp, Vmax), the radius of maximum winds (Rm),

and a size (Ro) indicator (Demaria et al. 1992). The Ro is

often inferred from position and the value of the last closed

isobar around the storm or the distance to a specific wind

speed expected in the absence of the TC (Demaria et al.

1992). Some of the storm information’s viz. Rm, Ro and

translational velocity etc. are not available in each TC

basin (Knaff et al. 2010). Several methods have been

Fig. 3 Track of TC05B, 1999 with track characteristics (Source:

JTWC)
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developed to infer the missing parameters, such as the

wind-pressure relationship (Mishra and Gupta 1976;

Atkinson and Holliday 1977; Courtney and Knaff 2009) for

Vmax and the pressure deficit and latitude relationship

(MacAfee and Pearson 2006; Willoughby et al. 2006;

Vickery et al. 2009; Spentza et al. 2012) for Rm estimation.

Unfortunately all these relations are based on datasets of

varying quality and with a lack of suitable observational

data that makes validation difficult (Knaff et al. 2010).

Moreover, it may be noted that the generation of the wind

fields around TC’s can be accurately depicted using a wind

field model, if the input parameters are accurately deter-

mined and assigned in the model. In the present study, the

Ro is approximated as the outermost closed isobar around

the storm basing on the observed (Mandal et al. 2006) and

modeled pressure field (Kalsi 2006) analyses. Mandal and

Gupta (1993) have reported the diameter of area of 17 m/s

wind as the size indicator for the TC’s originating in BoB

(NIO) and indicated that size varied from 250 to 750 km

for peak wind intensity ranging from 58 to 70 m/s. Carr

and Elsberry (1997) and Knaff et al. (2010) have explained

in details about the TC size estimation approaches in their

studies. Rm was estimated using the working track infor-

mation’s in this study Spentza et al. (2012). Spentza et al.

(2012) established the relationship between the Vmax and

latitude of the storm track for the estimation of Rm for TC’s

of all the major oceanic basins by utilizing the IBTrACS

(Knapp et al. 2010) data. This relationship was verified

against Willoughby et al.’s (2006) formula for North

Atlantic basin TC’s.

Table 1 Storm track data for

TC05B 1999 (JTWC)
Date/year Time

UTC

Lat.

(Deg.)

Lon.

(Deg.)

Wind speed

(Knots)

Cp

(mb)

Status

10/25/1999 0000 11.50 99.20 25 – Tropical depression

10/25/1999 0600 12.00 97.90 25 – Tropical depression

10/25/1999 1200 12.70 96.90 25 – Tropical depression

10/25/1999 1800 13.20 96.30 25 – Tropical depression

10/26/1999 0000 13.80 95.50 35 – Tropical storm

10/26/1999 0600 14.30 94.90 35 – Tropical storm

10/26/1999 1200 15.00 93.90 45 – Tropical storm

10/26/1999 1800 15.60 93.10 50 – Tropical storm

10/27/1999 0000 16.00 92.30 65 – Cyclone-1

10/27/1999 0600 16.40 91.50 75 – Cyclone-1

10/27/1999 1200 16.70 90.90 90 – Cyclone-2

10/27/1999 1800 17.00 90.20 95 – Cyclone-2

10/28/1999 0000 17.60 89.10 100 – Cyclone-3

10/28/1999 0600 18.10 88.30 115 – Cyclone-4

10/28/1999 1200 18.60 87.70 135 – Cyclone-4

10/28/1999 1800 19.10 87.20 140 – Cyclone-5

10/29/1999 0000 19.60 86.70 140 – Cyclone-5

10/29/1999 0600 20.00 86.30 135 – Cyclone-4

10/29/1999 1200 20.40 86.00 115 – Cyclone-4

10/29/1999 1800 20.60 86.00 100 – Cyclone-3

10/30/1999 0000 20.60 85.90 80 – Cyclone-1

10/30/1999 0600 20.50 85.80 55 – Tropical storm

10/30/1999 1200 20.30 85.80 45 – Tropical storm

10/30/1999 1800 20.20 85.90 45 – Tropical storm

10/31/1999 0000 19.90 85.90 40 – Tropical storm

10/31/1999 0600 19.60 85.90 40 – Tropical storm

10/31/1999 1200 19.20 85.80 35 – Tropical storm

10/31/1999 1800 19.00 85.60 35 – Tropical storm

11/01/1999 0000 18.90 85.50 30 – Tropical depression

11/01/1999 0600 18.60 85.30 25 – Tropical depression

11/01/1999 1200 17.90 85.10 25 – Tropical depression

11/01/1999 1800 17.00 84.90 25 – Tropical depression
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The TC wind fields are generated by taking into account

the cyclone parameters such as size (Ro), distance from the

center of the cyclone (r), radius of maximum wind (Rm),

translational velocity (Vt) and Coriolis parameter (f). The

model cyclone has tangential vc and radial uc wind com-

ponents varying with the radial distance (r) are given as

follows:

vcðrÞ ¼ f0

2
R0

R0

r

� �X

�r

" #
a4

1 þ a4
;

ucðrÞ ¼ tanðcÞvcðtÞ

where c = inflow angle of the wind, a = r/Rm (scaling

factor), X = positive constant\ 1 and taken as X = 0.4, as

proposed by Carr and Elsberry (1997). The superimposi-

tion of the synthetic wind field with real time QSCAT/

NCEP wind data is done in a line similar to Chu et al. 2000,

as follows.

V ¼ ð1 � eÞðVc þ VtÞeVbg;

where Vbg = background wind field, Vt = storm transla-

tional velocity, and ‘e’ is computed by

e ¼ c4

1 þ c4
c ¼ r

0:9R0

:

where the other symbols have their usual meanings.

Tropical cyclone wind profile model (Carr and Elsberry

1997) is physically-meaningful storm centered model

based on the angular momentum balance to compute the

wind vector relative to the center of the tropical cyclone to

establish a high-resolution surface wind fields for TC’s.

The best track storm course and speed from JTWC is used

to determine the components of translational vector. This

component of the model produces a distinct asymmetrical

wind structure of a moving cyclone. The translational

velocity of the system translating along the northwest

direction causes enhanced wind flows on the right side of

the moving storm and diminished wind flow on the left side

in northern hemisphere (Veneziano 1998). This asymmet-

rical wind forcing contributes significantly in exhibiting the

impact of the storm surge/SSH variations.

Simple characteristics of the TCWM

The characteristics of the TC winds and their structures

changes with the varied values of input parameters: Ro, Rm,

and constant X etc. in TCWM. Figure 4 shows the

symmetric and asymmetric TC wind profiles representative

for 27 October (1200 UTC) 1999. The parameters:

Ro = 700 km, Rm = 25 km and varied X values (i.e.,

X = 0.35, X = 0.40 and X = 0.45) were used in generat-

ing the wind profiles. The magnitude of the modeled wind

in the asymmetric profiles (right) show higher values as

compared to the symmetric one (left). However, in both the

figures modeled wind profiles vary with X indicating that

the profiles have different values with different X’s. For

example, when X is changed from 0.40 to 0.35 (reduced by

0.05) and 0.40 to 0.45 (increased by 0.05), the magnitude

of the wind show lower and higher values, respectively

(Fig. 4), however difference in intensity is almost negli-

gible (Fig. 5). It can be seen that the wind speed increases

steeply as r approaches Rm and values are mostly lower

beyond the Rm in all the profiles. Radial profile of tan-

gential winds based on Modified Rankine (Rankine 1982)

Vortex (MRV) model (Holland 1980) was also generated

by using the working storm parameters for the same period,

which show a close fit at X = 0.40 (Fig. 4). MRV is chosen

because of its mathematical simplicity and viable for
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different applications. The value of X = 0.40 is found to be

sufficiently accurate as proposed by Carr and Elsberry

1997. Das et al. (2014) and Veneziano (1998) have also

used X = 0.40 in their studies. Wind model formulation

based on Chan and Williams (1987) was used by Carr and

Elsberry (1997) to compare with the wind profile he gen-

erated and noticed the differences in outer wind structure,

though matching was good. However, it may also be noted

that although, the peak wind velocity due to MRV is more

or less in agreement with TCWM at X = 0.40, the outer

wind structure do not fit fairly well. Importantly, a varia-

tion of X from 0.35 to 0.45 for model derived wind profiles

of same extent Ro has a relatively small effect on the

strength of the winds at radii outside 350 km (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 shows the example of the wind profile variation

with radius for different values of Ro in a storm with

Rm = 25 km and X = 0.40. From the Fig. 6, it is clear that

winds are small at large radii, and thus frictional effects are

small. The wind profile is determined by conservation of

earth angular momentum that the air parcel has at the

radius Ro where the relative angular momentum is equal to

zero (Stenger and Elsberry 2014). The outer wind increases

almost linearly with radius towards the center of the TC. In

the inner core region, where frictional influences are large

and angular momentum is not conserved and wind speed

increases more rapidly towards the center. Though, mod-

eled wind profiles show that the outer and inner core wind

structure vary together. That is, the physical processes that

increase/decrease the intensity would have a corresponding

increase/decrease in the entire wind structure (Stenger and

Elsberry 2014). Similarly, with increasing Rm values the

peak wind speed diminishes, which show the inverse

relationship (Fig. 7). Beyond approximately 70 km of

radius, intensity appears almost same for all the considered

values of Rm.

Figure 8 illustrates the two-dimensional modeled wind

field representing the cyclonic vortex for 27 October (1200

UTC) 1999. Parameters: X = 0.40, Ro = 700 km and

Rm = 25 km were used in generating both the symmetric

(left) and asymmetric (right) wind fields (Fig. 8). In both

the figures the shaded contours represent the magnitude of

the TC winds at different radii, whereas, the arrows

superimposed are the indicative of the relative magnitude

plus direction of circulation which is anticlockwise. The

magnitude of symmetric vortex is comparatively less than

the asymmetric one, since the translational vector compo-

nent is added up in the right quadrant in generating right

asymmetry in later case representing the realistic structure

of TC. Stronger winds appear in the northeast quadrant

inside the Rm, as is often observed in surface wind data

during a TC. The direction of system’s movement is

northwestwards. A fairly strong convergent flow exists in

the vicinity of the surface as indicated by vector plots,

which causes the transport of momentum in the radial

direction in the TC boundary layer (Meng et al. 1995). In

order to show the symmetric and asymmetric structure of

model generated wind fields, i.e., the u- and v components

are also mapped separately, as shown in the Figs. 9 and 10.

It is clear from the figures that modeled winds are able to

capture the main characteristics of the asymmetric structure

and the intensity of the TC. Similar results were demon-

strated for TC Earl (August, 2010) of North Atlantic basin

(Probst and Franchello 2012).

Hence, TC model generated 6-hourly asymmetric winds

from 25–29 October 1999 were superimposed with

QSCAT/NCEP blended ocean surface winds for the same

duration and resolution and used in driving the ocean

model as realistic cyclonic winds. QSCAT/NCEP blended

ocean wind data from Colorado research Associates are

derived from spatial blending of high-resolution satellite

data (Seawinds instruments of the QuickSCAT satellite–

QSCAT) and global weather center re-analysis (NCEP).

They have global coverage with high temporal and spatial

resolutions (6-hourly and 0.5� 9 0.5�) (http://drs.ucar.edu/

datasets/ds744.4). Quality control of this global uniform

coverage data is based on Chin et al. 1998; Milliff et al.

2004. The 6-hourly superimposed winds from 00UTC of 26

to 1800 UTC of 29 October 1999 are generated, however,

representative plots at 00UTC on 26, 27, 28 and 29 October

1999 only are shown in Fig. 11 (6-hourly superimposed

wind plots from 25 to 29 October are not shown for
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simplicity and brevity of the manuscript). Reference wind

vector (arrow) representing the magnitude of wind velocity

is 45 m/s for all the plots, though magnitude varies in

different days of storm passage. Color shaded contours

represent the magnitude of the winds. It is obvious from the

figure that superimposed winds represent the realistic TC

structure and magnitude. The maximum value of super-

imposed wind during the entire life period of the storm was

*71.43 m/s that is in close accordance with the JTWC

reports of *70 m/s with a difference of *2.12 %

Fig. 8 Wind model generated

wind fields for TC05B, 1999.

a Symmetric (left) and

b Asymmetric (right),

representative for the 27

October (1200 UTC), 1999. The

reference vector scale is 45 m/s

Fig. 9 Wind model generated

symmetric wind fields for

TC05B 1999. a u-component

(x-direction), b v-component

(y-direction) representative for

the 27 October (1200 UTC),

1999

Fig. 10 Wind model generated

asymmetric wind fields for

TC05B 1999. a u-component

(x-direction), b v-component

(y-direction) representative for

the 27 October (1200 UTC),

1999
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(Table 2). Cubic spline interpolation technique is used to

bring the superimposed wind fields to match the resolution

of ocean model. Wang and Han (2014) superimposed the

reconstructed winds with the Cross-Calibrated Multiplat-

form (CCMP) satellite ocean surface wind field in forcing

the ocean model in their studies.

The Princeton ocean model (POM)

Model description

Ocean model (POM), developed by Blumberg and Mellor

(1987) was adopted and utilized in this study. The POM is

a time-dependent, primitive equation ocean model on a

three-dimensional grid with complete thermohaline

dynamics that includes realistic topography (terrain-fol-

lowing) and a free surface and the curvilinear orthogonal

coordinate in the horizontal direction to fit irregular coastal

boundary. Model equations are based on certain approxi-

mations and assumptions. The approximations are based on

several hypotheses. Under the hydrostatic approximation, it

is assumed that vertical gradient of pressure is balanced

with the buoyancy force considering the horizontal

dimensions are more important than vertical dimensions.

By considering the ocean as shallow waters the Navier-

Stocks equations is simplified on the vertical. Furthermore,

Sea water is considered as an incompressible fluid, which is

equivalent to the Boussinesq approximation that assumes

density, is relatively constant in space and time except

when it is multiplied by the gravity acceleration in calcu-

lation of pressure. The POM includes an embedded second

order turbulence sub-model (the level 2.5 Mellor-Yamada

scheme; Mellor and Yamada 1982) to provide vertical

turbulent diffusion coefficient. The Smagorinski (1963)

formula is used to calculate horizontal diffusion coefficient.

The model uses a splitting mode time steps. The external

mode of the model is depth averaged to predict free water

Fig. 11 Superimposed wind

fields (wind model generated

winds with QSCAT/NCEP

winds) for TC05B 1999.

Representative for 00 UTC of

26, 27, 28 and 29 October, 1999

Table 2 Verification of

modeled maximum wind speed

with observation

System/status Landfall date Maximum wind speed (m/s) Difference (%)

Observed Modeled

TC05B 1999/SuCS 10/29/1999

Around noon

70.00 71.49 2.12

SuCS super cyclonic storm
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surface. The solution to the external mode is entirely

explicit. The internal mode is three dimensional to compute

three velocity components and water surface elevation

(Mellor and Yamada 1982). Model did not include the tidal

forcings and river outflow in the present application.

Model attributes are given in Table 3. Basic equations,

that is, the continuity, momentum conservation and tem-

perature and salinity equations (Blumberg and Mellor

1987; Mellor 2001) in Cartesian coordinate system in

simplified form can be represented as,

Continuity equations

ou

ox
þ ov

oy
þ ow

oz
¼ 0: ð1Þ

X-momentum equation

du

dt
¼ � 1

q0

op

ox
þ fvþ o

oz
Amv

ou

oz

� �
þ Fx; ð2Þ

Y-momentum equation

dv

dt
¼ � 1

q0

op

oy
þ fuþ o

oz
Amv

ov

oz

� �
þ Fy; ð3Þ

Z-momentum or hydrostatic equation

op

oz
¼ �qg; ð4Þ

Temperature equation

dT

dt
¼ o

oz
Ahv

oT

oz

� �
þ FT ; ð5Þ

Salinity equation

dS

dt
¼ o

oz
Ahv

oS

oz

� �
þ FS; ð6Þ

Equation of state

q ¼ qðT; S; zÞ; ð7Þ

The terms d(�)/dt, Fx, Fy, FT and FS presented in the

Eqs. (2), (3), (5) and (6) represent the total derivative

terms, these unresolved processes and in analogy to the

molecular diffusion can be described as

Fx ¼
o

ox
2Am

ou

ox

� �
þ o

oy
Am

ou

oy
þ ov

ox

� �� �
;

Fy ¼
o

oy
2Am

ov

oy

� �
þ o

ox
Am

ou

oy
þ ov

ox

� �� �
;

and

FT ;S ¼
o

ox
Ah

oðT ; SÞ
ox

þ o

oy
Ah

oðT; SÞ
oy

:

where u, v = the horizontal components of the velocity

vector, w = the vertical component of the velocity vector,

g = the gravitational acceleration, p = the local pressure,

q(x, y, z, t, T, S) = the local density, qo = the reference

water density, Am = the horizontal turbulent diffusion

coefficient, Amv = the vertical turbulent diffusion coeffi-

cient, f = 2Xsinh is the Coriolis parameter (h = latitude,

X = 7.2921 9 10-5 rad s-1), T = the potential tempera-

ture, S = the potential salinity, Ah, Ahv = the horizontal

and vertical thermal diffusivity coefficients, Fx, Fy = the

horizontal viscosity, FT, FS = the horizontal diffusion

terms of temperature and salinity.

The governing equations are then transformed from

z-coordinate (x, y, z, t) into the vertical sigma coordinate

(x*, y*, r, t*) by the relation

x� ¼ x; y� ¼ y; r ¼ z� g
H þ g

and t� ¼ t; ð8Þ

where H(x, y) is the bottom topography, g is the sea surface

elevation. The value of sigma ranges from r = 0 at z = g
to r = -1 at z = -H(x, y).

To examine the wind induced currents a three-dimen-

sional model is used in majority of storm surge calculation.

However, changes in sea surface elevation are expressed by

vertically integrating the equations and expressing the

bottom stress in terms of the depth mean currents in two-

dimensional form (Aschariyaphotha et al. 2013).

Model configuration and boundary conditions

The model used in this study extends from 10.0� to 22.0�N
and 80.0� to 100.0�E (Fig. 1) that uses orthogonal curvi-

linear grid with Arakawa C-grid staggering, with a variable

horizontal grid resolution of 4–12 km. The model has

250 9 250 horizontal grid points and 26 sigma layers in

the vertical. The model uses the bottom topography derived

from the Earth Topography and Ocean Bathymetry Data-

base (ETOPO5) at 5-min resolution from NOAA/NGDC

(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/soltop.html) data-

base as shown in the Fig. 1. The ETOPO5 data are

smoothed and interpolated onto the user’s specified domain

and grid sizes. The two-dimensional external mode uses a

short time-step of 12 s. based on the external wave speed,

while a three-dimensional internal mode uses a long time-

Table 3 Model attributes

Model type/code Primitive equations, free surface/stand alone

Vertical grid Sigma(r), (r = Z - g/H ? g)

Horizontal grid C-grid, curvilinear (orthogonal)

Vertical mixing Mellor Yamada (2.5)

Horizontal mixing Smagorinsky

Advection scheme 2nd order centred

Time-stepping Standard leap-frog

Time steps mode Split mode: baroclinic/internal & barotropic/

external
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step of 540 s. based on the internal wave speed. Courant–

Fredrick–Levy (CFL) condition is followed for computa-

tional stability.

Atmospheric forcing

The atmospheric forcing includes wind and heat flux

forcing for the BOB application of POM. The wind forcing

applied is determined by

q0KM

ou

oz
;
ov

oz

� �
z¼0

¼ ðT0x; T0yÞ

where KM is the vertical mixing coefficient for momentum,

and (u, v) and (s0x, s0y) are the two components of the

water velocity and wind stress vectors, respectively. To

calculate wind stresses, a bulk formula (Large and Pond

1981) is used for low-to-moderate winds and Powell et al.

(2003) for high wind speeds. According to this formula,

drag coefficient is constant at low winds, linearly increases

for moderate winds, reaches a broad maximum for hurri-

cane-force winds and decreases slightly for extreme winds.

Drag coefficient formula that accounts for high winds in

order to simulate the ocean response due to TC are used

(Oey et al. 2007). Surface thermal forcing used in this

study is restoring type heat plus salinity flux forcing, fol-

lowing in a line similar to Chu et al. (2000) and are given in

detail in Das et al. (2014). On the bottom of the BoB the

normal gradients of the temperature and salinity were zero,

so that there were no advective diffusive heat and salt

fluxes across the boundary. The bottom stress is assumed to

follow a quadratic low (Blumberg and Mellor 1987).

Details on surface and bottom boundary conditions are

given in Mellor (2004).

Lateral boundary forcing

The modeled ocean bordered by land (i.e. closed lateral

boundaries), were defined using a no slip condition for

velocity and a zero gradient condition for temperature and

salinity. No advective or diffusive heat, salt or velocity

fluxes occur through these boundaries. At open boundaries,

when the water flows into the model domain, temperature

and salinity at the open boundary are likewise prescribed

from the mean monthly climatology data (Levitus and

Boyer 1994). Radiative boundary conditions are prescribed

for momentum and thermal variables at the lateral open

boundaries when water flows out of the domain (Mellor

2001; Chu et al. 2000), the radiation condition was applied,

o

ot
ðT ; SÞ þ Un

o

on
ðT ; SÞ ¼ 0

where the subscript n is the direction normal to the

boundary.

Experimental setup

The model was initialized with zero initial velocity with

3-dimensional gridded temperature and salinity monthly

climatology and realistic bathymetry. The temperature and

salinity data with 0.5� 9 0.5� resolution provided by

Levitus94 (Levitus and Boyer 1994; Levitus et al. 1994)

were used. Model was forced with QSCAT/NCEP monthly

wind stress with spatial resolutions of 0.5� 9 0.5� (Chin

et al. 1998; Milliff et al. 2004). In the present application,

the TC spin up period was adequate for the model to reach

equilibrium and to provide the results. During the simula-

tion stage it was forced with real time 6-hourly QSCAT/

NCEP blended wind field embedded with TCWM gener-

ated vortices (Carr and Elsberry 1997) which provides the

realistic cyclonic winds to BoB. Heat fluxes used were

taken from COADS climatology (da Silva et al. 1994).

Model integration was performed starting from 00UTC, 25

October to 18UTC, 29 October. 1999. The storm surge,

SSH and surface currents were output by the model.

6-hourly snapshots were stored for analysis. Results are

shown from 00 UTC of 26 October to 18 UTC of 29

October for 6-hourly outputs and from 27 to 29 October for

the 1-day composites.

Results and discussion

Results yielded from the model simulation on the storm

surge, SSH and surface currents during TC05B, 1999 are

discussed here.

Figure 12 illustrates the modeled peak surge height at

006 UTC on 29 October 1999 due to TC05B. At this time,

the centre of the storm was located near Paradip (Orissa) on

the east coast of India. The track of the TC as depicted by

solid black line is superimposed with the storm surge plot.

The open circles on the track denote the latitude/longitude

positions in different days of the storm with corresponding

date/time. It can be seen that as the storm approached the

coast, while moving in the northwest direction, water level

in the northern-rim of BoB increased. The surface water

piles up due to the mass transport from offshore to onshore

in generating the storm surge (Mori et al. 2014) as the

storm associated strong wind stress exert parallel to the sea

surface (Sinha et al. 2008). The shallower bathymetry in

the continental shelf region, the coastal orientation and the

basin geometry of the BoB enhanced the surface water

level in northern rim. However, the maximum surge height

was noticed to the right side at some distance at Orissa

coast away from the track of the storm movement direction

due to asymmetric onshore TC winds. The occurrence of

modeled maximum surge height at some distance away

from the track to the right side may be attributed to the
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coarse resolution bathymetry data. Similar results were

obtained by Dube et al. (2009, 2010) for TC’s originated in

BoB (NIO). However, beneath the storm centre before the

landfall the lower SSH values could also be seen, this may

be due to strong divergence flow/upwelling. The modeled

maximum surge height was *5.348 m as against the

observed total water level of *6 m as provided by Paradip

Port Trust (PPT) of India, 1999. Unisys Weather Infor-

mation Services provides the surge height [5.5 m, based

on the analyses of satellite/radar images and surface/upper

air data. Similarly, vulnerability Atlas (BMTPC 2006)

provides the probable maximum surge height in the order

of *5.4 m along this coastline. The simulated result is

comparable with the other available modeled/observed

values provided by several research and Government

agencies, though some agencies report the higher surge

values than the present study (Table 4).

The spatial plots of 6-hourly model output on SSH

superimposed with surface currents at 00UTC, 06UTC,

12UTC and 18UTC for 26, 27, 28 and 29 October,

respectively, are shown in the figure (Fig. 13). In the figure,

the left panels show for 00UTC and 12UTC whereas; right

panels represent the 06UTC and 18UTC simulations. The

shaded colour contours depict the SSH and the vector

arrows represent the relative magnitudes and direction of

the surface currents with reference vectors of 250 cm/s for

all the 6 -hourly plots. From the figure, it is evident that

SSH is greatly modulated by strong cyclonic winds. Con-

sequently, the strong surface currents were generated by

the strong surface winds (wind stress) of the storm.

On 26 October when the system was relatively lower

intense and nearer to the southern Myanmar coast

(*210 km southwest of Yangon, Myanmar) and northeast

of Andaman Island then the eastern, northeastern and

northern BoB bordering the coastline of Myanmar, Ban-

gladesh and India (West Bengal and part of Orissa),

respectively indicated the higher SSH values to the right of

the cyclone position. This could be attributed to coastal

convergence and Ekman transport through the TC induced

wind stress. Surface current has followed the circulation

pattern of TC wind. Moreover, the southwesterly winds

play a dominant role in this case in giving rise to relatively

higher values of SSH along the Myanmar and Bangladesh

coast. Whereas, the western and south- west central BoB

show comparatively lower values of SSH. On analyzing the

SSH plots from 00UTC to 18UTC of 26 October, it is

noticed that when the anticlockwise flow of the storm was

closer to southern Myanmar coast the piling up of waters

appears more towards the coast in giving rise to the higher

values of SSH. Subsequently, as the system travels north-

westwards, i.e., towards Indian coastline the higher SSH

values shifts towards the northeastern, northern and

northwestern part of BoB. Modeled SSH and current on 27

October from 00UTC to 18UTC show distinct sea surface

modulation by the TC winds. The system gained strength

on 27 October, while traversing northwestwards at the

speed of *4.5 m/s. The distinct feature of the TC induced

negative SSH center was exhibited by the model. Similarly,

it can be seen that the anticlockwise circulation and piling

up of the sea waters is more pronounced and higher (i.e.

positive) SSH appeared along the northern and northeastern

boarder of BoB. Along the eastern (Orissa, Andhra Pradesh

and Tamilnadu) coast of India, i.e. the western parts of

BoB, the positive SSH at 00UTC, 06UTC and 12UTC is

observed, in spite being in the left side of storm track. This

could be attributed to the current driven coastal conver-

gence of water masses and the counter-clockwise propa-

gating sea-level signal around the perimeter of the BoB that

increased the SSH along the western BoB boundary (Wang

et al. 2012; Wang and Han 2014). At 18UTC the higher

SSH band is not extended to southernmost part of the coast,

whereas, at 12UTC the higher SSH band along the western

coastal waters is more pronounced and extended to further

southern parts of coastal region. However, a marked neg-

ative SSH values were also noticed along the TC centre due

to surface divergence/cooling and lowering of the sea

surface. On 28 October at 00UTC, when the storm gained

more strength and continued to move towards the north-

west direction, the higher values of SSH appeared more

pronounced in the northern and northwestern part of BoB,

while retaining the higher values along the eastern parts

also. At 06UTC, the nature of SSH distribution was very

similar to that at 00UTC. However, the western part of

BoB which showed higher SSH on 27 October is not

appeared at 06UTC, 12UTC and 18UTC simulations on 28

Fig. 12 Modeled peak surge height (meters). Path of TC05B 1999 is

superimposed over the plotted map and black circles represents the

6-hourly positions of the cyclone in different days of its passage
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October. The more pronounced negative SSH values

(comparatively more sea surface depression) were seen

along the TC centers on 28 October as compared to the 27

October. At 12UTC and 18UTC, the western parts of BoB

showed negative SSH as the cooling TC centre approaches

the coast. On 29 October also similar SSH distribution

pattern was indicated by the model simulation. The entire

eastern and northeastern parts of BoB showed higher SSH

values but the amplitude appeared comparatively lower

after the landfall of the storm at 12UTC and 18UTC sim-

ulations. The lower SSH values were seen on the west-

central BoB. Left to the storms’ landfall location also lower

values of SSH was seen. The effect of coastal current left to

the track and Ekman’s effect could not be seen in giving

rise the higher values of SSH on 29 October as it was the

case on 27 (00UTC to 18UTC) and 28 (00UTC to 06UTC)

October 1999.

Figure 14 illustrates the modeled SSH (1-Day com-

posite) from 27 to 29 October, 1999. In the figure, the

upper row (left and right panels) are model output for 27

and 28 October and lower row shows for 29 October (left

panel); whereas, right panel (lower row) is the delayed

mode, global, science quality AVISO (Archiving, Vali-

dation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data)

(1-Day composite) SSH for 27 October. AVISO multi-

satellite observed SSH is used for comparison purposes

with model outputs. The AVISO provide long-term,

continuous altimetry datasets by merging past and present

satellites, including Jason-1, TOPEX/Poseidon, The

European Remote Sensing (ERS) Satellite 1 and 2 and

their successor, the Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT),

and the Geodetic Satellite (GEOSAT) and its successor,

the GEOSAT Follow-On (GFO). These data are available

from October 1992 through present in 0.25� 9 0.25�
spatial resolutions on global grids and are provided once

every 7 days, although measurements may be taken up to

3 days before or after the single date displayed on the

data. Details of the processing and merging of the mul-

tiple satellite data are described in Ducet et al. (2000).

Calibration and validation statistics is available on the

AVISO website (http://ww.aviso.oceanobs.com/duacs/ and

http://coastwatc.pfeg.noaa.gov/infog/TA_sshl_las.html).

Figure 14 indicate that TC-associated surface wind stress

is one of the major causes for the SSH variation and

redistribution of masses on different days of storm pas-

sage. It is obvious from (Fig. 14) that SSH is generally

higher in the eastern to northern BoB and lower in the

southern and western BoB, with the lowest SSH occurring

in the southwestern BoB. On 27 October, the negative

SSH near the TC center during that period are large on

the following day because of the slow translation speed.

On 28 October, the oval-shaped negative SSH area is

elongated when TC05B travels further northwestward and

moves slowly along the track. The southwesterly winds

during storm induce stronger Ekman transport and con-

vergence to the coasts and thus increase onshore SSH in

Table 4 Verification of modeled peak surge with estimated/observed and reported values

Sr. No. Organisations Methodology Rmax

(km)

Surge height (m) References

1 Present study Dynamical model 25 5.348 Present study

2 IITD Dynamical model 40 7.294 Dube et al. (2009)

3 NIOT/INCOIS Dynamical model 50 5–6 Latha and Rama Rao (2007)

4 IMD Dynamical model 15 5.9 Kalsi (2006)

5 BMTPC Vulnerability atlas – 5.5 BMTPC (2006)

6 MoRD Damage survey – 7.5 MoRD

7 IOC-UNESCO Report – 7–8 *

8 UNISYS Data analysis – [5.5 **

9 Paradip Port Trust Observations – 6.0 Paradip Port Trust, Orissa, India

IITD Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, India

NIOT National Institute of Ocean Technology, Chennai, India

INCOIS Indian National Centre for Ocean Information System, Hyderabad, India

IMD India Meteorological Department, New Delhi, India

BMTPC: Building Material and Technology Promotion Council, New Delhi, India

MoRD: Ministry of Rural Development, New Delhi, India

IOC- UNESCO: Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, Paris

UNISYS: Unisys Weather Information System, UK

* Website: http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001204/120491E.pdf

** Website: http://weather.unisys.com
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the northeastern BoB. Meanwhile, the southerly wind in

the Andaman Sea piles up water to the coasts of southern

Myanmar. Both processes act to increase SSH. Strong

SSH gradient along the northern BoB coastline on 29

October by TC–associated wind stress causes counter

clockwise surface currents along the coastline. The TC

caused sea level fall along their track, similar to the

effects of TC’s that occur in other oceans (Prasad and

Hogan 2007). The sea level rise along the rim of the BoB

is slightly larger on 28 October compared to 29 October.

Fig. 13 Modeled 6-hourly (00,

06, 12 & 18 UTC) SSH for 27,

28 and 29 October, 1999

superimposed with surface

currents (cm/s)
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Model simulated 1-Day composite SSH are qualitatively

compared with 1-Day composite AVISO multi-satellite

observed SSH (of 27 October, 1999). The model outputs

of 27, 28 and 29 October show less coherence (not well-

resolved by the model) with AVISO SSH of 27 October

(Fig. 14). No AVISO SSH observations are available on

28 and 29 October 1999. According to Wunsch and

Stammer (1998) this discrepancy can be deemed as either

Fig. 13 continued
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a data noise or a model deficiency. However, it may be

noted that comparison with no simultaneously observed

data can give an idea about the relative accuracy of the

model output.

The difference between the modeled daily (1-Day)

composite SSH of 25 October and 29 October is approxi-

mated as modeled SSHD (left) is compared with observed

(AVISO) SSHD (right) of 27 October, 1999 (Fig. 15).

Fig. 14 Comparison of

modeled 1-Day composite (27,

28 and 29 October, 1999) SSH

with AVISO SSH (27 October,

1999)

Fig. 15 Comparison of

modeled SSH deviation with

AVISO SSH deviation (27

October, 1999)
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From the modeled SSHD it is evident that the northwestern

and eastern part of BoB shows the positive SSHD. How-

ever, the circular shaped higher values of SSHD appeared

almost in the central part (15�N, 91�E) of BoB and elon-

gated to the northwestern part as a tail, whereas, the neg-

ative SSHD is noticed in the western part extending to

southwest. In the AVISO data also the eastern and north-

eastern to upper northwestern part of BoB showed the

higher values and westcentral part of BoB the lower values

with multiple patches of negative SSHD. The circular

shaped positive SSHD in AVISO data is seen very close to

Myanmar coast (15�N, 97�E) in the eastern BoB but in the

modeled result, it seems shifted towards western parts and

positioning almost in the central parts of BoB. AVISO data

showed higher values in the southwestern part of BoB,

which is not well-resolved by the model. This discrepancy

could be due to the approximated SSHD by assuming

model output difference between 25 and 29 October and

limitations in model (non inclusions of river discharge and

tidal constituents) in the present study. Yang et al. (2002)

investigated the seasonal variations of SSH and SSH

anomaly in SCS using POM model and obvious discrep-

ancy was reported between the observed and modeled SSH

anomaly.

Conclusions

This study addresses the simulation of storm surge, SSH and

surface current over BoB during super cyclone TC05B,

1999 using POM. TC05B was one of the most significant

and devastating cyclones with Category 5 status that moved

in the northwest direction starting from Andaman seas and

crossed the eastern coastal state Orissa of India. TC wind

field was developed based on the formulation of conserva-

tion of angular momentum balance using the input param-

eters from the best track information’s of JTWC. Model

generated cyclonic winds are then embedded with the

QSCAT/NCEP blended ocean surface winds to provide the

realistic cyclonic wind to POM as surface forcing. Modeled

peak storm surge show the higher values to the right of the

storm track due to the strong asymmetric wind stress forc-

ing. The 6-hourly and 1-Day composite model SSH indi-

cated the higher values of SSH along the eastern,

northeastern and northern coastal boundaries of BoB due to

the southwesterly and southeasterly winds which help in

piling-up the water masses along the coast. The anticlock-

wise cyclonic winds give rises the onshore Ekman transport

and thus mass convergence which also enhances the SSH.

The counter-clockwise propagating sea-level signal around

the perimeter of the BoB increase the SSH along the western

BoB boundary. However, as the storm accelerated north-

westwards, part of south-west central BoB showed the lower

values of SSH due to surface divergence/upwelling and

cooling by strong TC winds. Similarly, along the TC centers

lower values of SSH is noticed. Modeled maximum surge

height is in good agreement with the limited available

observed/estimated values. Modeled SSH/SSHD show less

coherence (not well-resolved by the model) with the AVISO

multi-satellite observed SSH/SSHD. However, variations in

SSH and SSHD during TC were well represented by the

model with some discrepancy with observations.

The impacts of tide and river outlet have not been

considered in this study to avoid the complexity. Com-

prehensive studies on storm surges and SSH may be

examined by considering more TC cases using coupled

model with high resolution data. Sensitivity studies with

modeled wind fields and QSCAT/NCEP winds as separate

experiment may be examined. However, studies on storm

surges are important for the coastal hazard monitoring and

assessment and SSH height variations are of great signifi-

cance in delineating the TC genesis and intensification

processes.
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